Circular

CHANGE OF BRANCH

Ref: TED/JCE/ACM/10/11-12/2020/107, Dated: 16-09-2020

1. Applications for the ‘Change of Branch’ are invited from the students studying in III semester during 2020-21, who have passed all the I & II semester subjects in their First attempt.

2. Applications should be filled in the Google form in the link:- https://bit.ly/3mEKdGA.
   On or before 26-09-2020,

3. The Change of Branch will be given subject to the availability of vacancies in the respective branches based on First attempt marks of I & II semester put together.

4. Applications for Mutual Change of Branch will not be entertained.

5. If the Change of Branch is given, the students shall not be allowed to revert to the previous branch. The students admitted in PMSS, CSAB/NEUT and GOI quota are not eligible for Change of Branch.

6. The students who get the Change of Branch shall have to pay a fee of Rs. 3,000/- through Online Payment -RTGS / NEFT (A/C No 3950002100000019, IFSC- PUNB0395000, Principal SJCE Mysuru.)

7. The students shall attend the classes in the existing branches allotted at the time of admission till the list of Change of Branch is notified.

To:
1. Notice Boards: Circular File
2. Controller of Examination
4. AO: AAO: REGR :
5. PS: Computer Center.

Copy to: Registrar, JSS STU.

Click Here to Apply: https://bit.ly/3mEKdGA